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Diagnostic Modalities for Diagnostic Modalities for 
Mediastinal/Lung LesionsMediastinal/Lung Lesions

EUS-FNA
Cost= $2,000

Mediastinoscopy
Cost= $8,000

Thoracotomy
Cost= $26,000
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Imaging & Diagnosis of Imaging & Diagnosis of 
Mediastinal/Lung LesionsMediastinal/Lung Lesions



 
Imaging ModalitiesImaging Modalities


 

Chest Chest XrayXray


 

CT ScanCT Scan


 

PET CT ScanPET CT Scan



 
Diagnostic ModalitiesDiagnostic Modalities


 

Transthoracic CTTransthoracic CT--Guided FNAGuided FNA


 

Transbronchial FNA (Wang Bx)Transbronchial FNA (Wang Bx)


 

MediastinoscopyMediastinoscopy


 

EBUS & EUS guided FNAEBUS & EUS guided FNA
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Diagnostic Modalities for Mediastinal/Lung LesionsDiagnostic Modalities for Mediastinal/Lung Lesions

Ahrar

 

K, et al. Semin Respir Crit Care Med, 2008

Transbronchial FNA (Wang needle)


 

Useful for enlarged subcarinal and 
paratracheal LNs
 Sens. about 25-81%
 Limitation: 

 No real-time visualization


 

Cannot access aortopulmonary 
window and inferior mediastinal 
LNs

CTCT--Guided Transthoracic FNAGuided Transthoracic FNA
 Detects Detects LNsLNs>1cm>1cm
 Sen and Spec: 70Sen and Spec: 70--75%75%
 Limitation: Limitation: 

 No realNo real--time visualizationtime visualization
 Risk of PNX (10Risk of PNX (10--60%)60%)

Mediastinoscopy & ThoracoscopyMediastinoscopy & Thoracoscopy
 GoldGold--standard for preoperative staging of mediastinal lesionsstandard for preoperative staging of mediastinal lesions
 Invasive/ CostlyInvasive/ Costly
 Slower recovery postoperatively, requires general anesthesiaSlower recovery postoperatively, requires general anesthesia
 Diagnostic yield Diagnostic yield 8383--89%89%
 Limitation: Limitation: 

 Surgical complication rate 1Surgical complication rate 1--3%3%
 Inability to access certain Inability to access certain LNsLNs
 Hard to repeat due to postHard to repeat due to post--procedural fibrosisprocedural fibrosis

Cost= 
$8,000



EBUS/EUS FNAEBUS/EUS FNA


 
11stst

 
available in 2004available in 2004--20052005



 
Minimally invasive way to sample the Minimally invasive way to sample the 
lung/mediastinumlung/mediastinum



 
Indications:Indications:


 
StagingStaging



 
Diagnosis of lung or mediastinal tumorsDiagnosis of lung or mediastinal tumors



EBUS/EUS FNAEBUS/EUS FNA


 

Advantages:Advantages:


 

Minimally invasiveMinimally invasive


 

Broad sampling capabilityBroad sampling capability


 

Image guidanceImage guidance


 

Tissue confirmation of +PET/CT Tissue confirmation of +PET/CT 
findings & evaluation of findings & evaluation of LNsLNs

 
<1 cm<1 cm



 

OnOn--site evaluationsite evaluation
 

triagetriage


 

Disadvantages:Disadvantages:


 

Inability to access all Inability to access all LNsLNs


 

Not universally availableNot universally available


 

Time requirementTime requirement


 

NonNon--diagnostic specimensdiagnostic specimens
Varela-Lema L et al., Eur Repir J, 2009

Remember Remember 
Special Special 
Situations!Situations!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advantages:
Minimally invasive diagnostic modality- conscious sedation, no general anesthesia
Avoids invasive surgery in 28-50% patients
Broad sampling capability
Image guidance during FNA
Pathologic examination of positive PET/CT scan findings to confirm malignancy PET has low specificity due to false positives
Evaluation of LNs <1 cm, not evaluated well by imaging techniques

Disadvantages:
Inability to access all LN stations
Not performed at all hospitals
Time requirement
Non-diagnostic specimens and FN rate negative results should be follower up (mediastinoscopy, other)
Remember Special Situations!
Restaging
Small LNs, <1cm
Poor operative candidate
Non-surgical diseases- sarcoid, TB, lymphoma, SCLC





EBUS/EUS FNAEBUS/EUS FNA


 

Important in Special SituationsImportant in Special Situations


 

RestagingRestaging


 

Small Small LNsLNs
 

< 1 cm< 1 cm


 

Poor Operative CandidatesPoor Operative Candidates


 

NonNon--surgical diseasessurgical diseases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember Special Situations!
Restaging after mediastinoscopy or surgery when pts have mediastinal fibrosis
Small LNs, <1cm– not evaluated by PET or CT scan well, limitation of imaging techniques is about 1 cm
Poor operative candidate where surgery is very risky or not possible
Non-surgical diseases- sarcoid, TB, lymphoma, SCLC where a small tissue diagnosis will allow a pt to be treated without extensive surgery







 

EBUS FNAEBUS FNA


 

USUS--Guided thru bronchusGuided thru bronchus


 

Anterior mediastinal Anterior mediastinal 
sampling sampling 



 

Limitation: Inability to Limitation: Inability to 
access posterior & access posterior & 
inferior mediastinal inferior mediastinal 
lymph nodeslymph nodes



 

Sensitivity and Sensitivity and 
specificity generally > specificity generally > 
85%85%



 

EUS FNAEUS FNA


 

USUS--Guided thru esophagusGuided thru esophagus


 

Staging of GI cancersStaging of GI cancers


 

Posterior mediastinal Posterior mediastinal 
sampling sampling 



 

Can sample central lung Can sample central lung 
masses and upper masses and upper 
retroperitoneumretroperitoneum



 

Limitation: Inability to Limitation: Inability to 
access anterior access anterior 
mediastinummediastinum



 

Sensitivity 82Sensitivity 82--100%100%

EBUS FNA EBUS FNA vs.vs.
 
EUS FNAEUS FNA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EBUS FNA
Real-time USG thru bronchus
Anterior mediastinal sampling 
Limitation: Inability to access posterior & inferior mediastinal lymph nodes
Reported sensitivity and specificies generally > 90%

EUS FNA
Real-time USG thru esophagus
Local staging of GI cancers (original goal)
Posterior mediastinal sampling 
Can sample central lung masses near esophagus and upper retroperitoneum, especially left adrenal and area around celiac trunk (common sites of mets)
Limitation: Inability to access anterior mediastinum
Reported sensitivity 82-96%




Surgical PerspectiveSurgical Perspective





 

Sonographic Sonographic 
features of lymph features of lymph 
nodes worrisome nodes worrisome 
for malignancy:for malignancy:


 

Diameter >5Diameter >5--10 mm 10 mm 
on the short axison the short axis



 

Round, sharp, & Round, sharp, & 
distinct marginsdistinct margins



 

Hypoechoic textureHypoechoic texture

EBUS/EUS FNAEBUS/EUS FNA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EBUS FNA
Real-time USG thru bronchus
Anterior mediastinal sampling 
Limitation: Inability to access posterior & inferior mediastinal lymph nodes
Reported sensitivity and specificies generally > 90%

EUS FNA
Real-time USG thru esophagus
Local staging of GI cancers (original goal)
Posterior mediastinal sampling 
Can sample central lung masses near esophagus and upper retroperitoneum, especially left adrenal and area around celiac trunk (common sites of mets)
Limitation: Inability to access anterior mediastinum
Reported sensitivity 82-96%




The Surgical ApproachThe Surgical Approach

Gilbert S, et al. J Thorac Cardiovasc Surg, 2009

Of the patients with a 
+PET scan suspicious 
for clinical stage III 

Lung Cancer

EBUS-FNA 
downstaged

 
40% 

patients



Mountain CF, Dresler

 

CM. Chest 1997. 



 

EBUS FNAEBUS FNA


 

Access to L4, L7, Access to L4, L7, 
Hilar (L10Hilar (L10--12)12)



 

Cannot access L5, Cannot access L5, 
L6, L8, L9L6, L8, L9



 

MediastinoscopyMediastinoscopy


 

Access to L2, L4, Access to L2, L4, 
L7L7



 

EUS FNAEUS FNA


 

Access to L5, L6, Access to L5, L6, 
L7, L8, L9L7, L8, L9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EBUS FNA
Access to L4, L7, Hilar (L10-12)
Cannot access L5, L6, L8, L9 (posterior LNs)






 

Accurate staging is crucial because:


 

Guides prognosis & treatment planning


 

Prerequisite for clinical trials


 

Treatment of lung cancer depends on:


 

Histologic subtype (SCLC vs NSCLC)Histologic subtype (SCLC vs NSCLC)


 

Presence of mediastinal LN involvementPresence of mediastinal LN involvement


 

Presence of distant metastasesPresence of distant metastases

Lababede

 

O et al, Chest, 1999

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New TNM staging system does not affect the N category



Cytology PerspectiveCytology Perspective



EBUS/EUS
FNA

On-Site Evalu.by
Cytopathology

? Mediastinoscopy



EBUS/EUS FNAEBUS/EUS FNA


 
Team ApproachTeam Approach


 

Performer of the biopsyPerformer of the biopsy


 

Surgeon (Operating Room)Surgeon (Operating Room)


 

Pulmonary/Critical Care Physician (Bronchoscopy) Pulmonary/Critical Care Physician (Bronchoscopy) 


 

Cytopathology TeamCytopathology Team


 

CytotechnologistCytotechnologist


 

CytopathologistCytopathologist


 

Support StaffSupport Staff



Role of Rapid OnRole of Rapid On--site Evaluationsite Evaluation



 
Immediate feedbackImmediate feedback



 
Adequacy assessmentAdequacy assessment



 
Quality of materialQuality of material



 
Triage: Triage: Cell block; Flow, CultureCell block; Flow, Culture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To determine adequate sampling
Decrease non-diagnostic/unsatisfactory rate
To appropriately triage the specimen
Determine need for ancillary studies
To provide preliminary Dx to guide rapid clinical management decisions
Mediastinoscopy or not



FNAB AdequacyFNAB Adequacy
 The Approach: The Approach: Quantity and QualityQuantity and Quality



 
Quantitative Guidelines



 
Qualitative Guidelines



 
Combined approach (optimal/the goal)


 

Quantitative and Qualitative Criteria


 

Evaluation of all aspects:
 

background material, 
cellularity, cell preservation, and architecture



FNAB AdequacyFNAB Adequacy
 The Approach: The Approach: Quantity and QualityQuantity and Quality



 
Depends on the type of specimens

EBUS-guided FNA

-Normal:
 

Cellular
-BEC, Lymphocytes
-Mucus present

-Abnormal:
 

Cell types present
-Qualitative features

Are the correct type of cells present? 
Are there tumor cells present?

Transthoracic CT-guided FNA

-Normal:
 

Hypocellular
-Few BECs, macrophages
-No mucus present

-Abnormal:
 
in cellularity

-Quantitative features
Inflammation
Neoplasia



Pitfalls of EBUS FNAPitfalls of EBUS FNA


 

Reactive/metaplastic changes in bronchial epitheliumReactive/metaplastic changes in bronchial epithelium


 

Germinal center cells, large lymphocytes, and macrophagesGerminal center cells, large lymphocytes, and macrophages


 

Granulomatous inflammationGranulomatous inflammation


 

Differential diagnosis includes a variety of entities: infectiouDifferential diagnosis includes a variety of entities: infectious (ex. s (ex. 
TB), inflammatory, sarcoidosis, malignancyTB), inflammatory, sarcoidosis, malignancy



 

The diagnosis of sarcoidosis requires clinical and radiologic The diagnosis of sarcoidosis requires clinical and radiologic 
correlationcorrelation



 

Lymphoid cells with crush artifact vs. SCLC vs. other tumors Lymphoid cells with crush artifact vs. SCLC vs. other tumors 
with neuroendocrine differentiationwith neuroendocrine differentiation



 

Single, Single, dyscohesivedyscohesive

 

malignant cellsmalignant cells


 

LymphomaLymphoma


 

Consider the possibility of abnormal lymphoid cells or lymphoma Consider the possibility of abnormal lymphoid cells or lymphoma 
because triage with flow cytometry is helpfulbecause triage with flow cytometry is helpful

SkovSkov

 

BG et al, BG et al, Cancer CytopathologyCancer Cytopathology, 2007, 2007

Selected CasesSelected Cases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reactive/metaplastic changes in bronchial epithelium can mimic NSCLC, especially in the absence of cilia and in the setting of prior therapy (chemotherapy and/or radiation)
Germinal center cells, enlarged lymphocytes and macrophages in a reactive lymph node can mimic epithelial cells/NSCLC
Granulomatous inflammation
Differential diagnosis includes a variety of entities: infectious (ex. TB), inflammatory, sarcoidosis, lymphomas/malignancies associated with granulomas
The diagnosis of sarcoidosis requires clinical and radiologic correlation if the patient clinically meets criteria for sarcoidosis, then granulomatous inflammation in a lymph node FNA could be supportive of this diagnosis
Lymphoid cells with crush artifact can mimic SCLC
Lymphoma
Need to have presence of lymphoid cells if sampling a lymph node in order to be adequate, but always consider the possibility of abnormal lymphoid cells or lymphoma because triage with flow cytometry is helpful





 
# Passes# Passes



 
Sufficient # of lymphocytesSufficient # of lymphocytes



 
Anthracotic Macrophages Anthracotic Macrophages 



 
NonNon--diagnostic casesdiagnostic cases

RakhaRakha

 

et al, et al, CytopathologyCytopathology, 2008, 2008

EBUS FNA Adequacy IssuesEBUS FNA Adequacy Issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not clearly defined
Unsatisfactory
Acellular/blood only, Tracheobronchial components without any lymphoid cells
One paper (1) on EUS-guided lymph node aspirates considered an FNA insufficient/LTO for diagnosis “if at least 1 of the smears did not contain an area with many small lymphocytes and/or follicle center cells” 
Less than optimal 
Not representative of anatomic site/scant cellularity includes cases with bronchial epithelial cells, mucus and only scant lymphoid cells, therefore not containing enough lymphoid cells to indicate adequate sampling of the targeted lymph node (superficial/suboptimal sampling of the lymph node) 	
Satisfactory
Negative/Atypical/Suspicious/Positive
Specify specific entity or process
Learning curve for thoracic surgeons to effectively learn how to perform EBUS FNA is about 10 procedures (2).
What if there are malignant cells without nodal tissue in the background?
2 possibilities:
Complete replacement of LN (TP) vs. 
Contamination of tumor from needle path (FP)
One study looked at 6 cases with only malignant cells
2 had histologic F/u and had +LNs
ISSUES
How many passes should be performed?
Are anthracotic pigment-laden macrophages good enough for adequacy?
What is a sufficient # of lymphocytes?
Non-diagnostic cases, what do we do?
Need further workup (mediastinoscopy)
Additional cell block and slides may show diagnostic material Discordance in Prelim & Final Dx
What if there are malignant cells without nodal tissue in the background?
Complete replacement of LN (TP) vs.Contamination (FP)
We will address these issues in the coming slides





 
Usually 3Usually 3--5 passes5 passes



 
Adequate if:Adequate if:


 
Malignant lesion is identifiedMalignant lesion is identified



 
Sufficient nodal tissue is obtainedSufficient nodal tissue is obtained


 

Numerous lymphocytes and/orNumerous lymphocytes and/or



 

Anthracotic pigmentAnthracotic pigment--laden macrophagesladen macrophages
AlsharifAlsharif

 

M et al, M et al, Am J Am J ClinClin PatholPathol, 2008, 2008
Kramer H et al, Kramer H et al, CancerCancer, 2006, 2006
DiaconDiacon

 

et al., et al., EurEur RespirRespir JJ, 2007, 2007
RakhaRakha

 

et al, et al, CytopathologyCytopathology, 2008, 2008

EBUS FNA AdequacyEBUS FNA Adequacy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In general, the diagnostic threshold may be somewhat higher during ROSE, with the hope that obtaining more material will help to eliminate unsat final diagnoses and only a portion of the material is examined at ROSE one study by Woon et al; Cytojournal 2006 showed that about 6% of RI are discrepant with final dx (not just EBUS, but FNA in general), and most commonly this involved a change from NonDx/B9 to malignancy (thus >50% discrepant cases were false negatives
In mediastinal staging of lung ca, the NPV of TBNA increases from 36 to 78% when negative specimens without sufficient lymphs are regarded as unsat for eval
Rahka et al (study of TBNA without US guidance and no on-site cytopathologist) used sat if:
1. Numerous B9 lymphocytes or
2. Few B9 lymphocytes plus anthracotic pigment laden macs or
3. If clear pathological tissue Dx could be made
-in this study, 40 of 192 LNs were unsat (21.9%; about 1/5), sensitivity was low for lymphoma (12.5%) and benign lesions (32.4%, but highest in granulomatous B9 dz- 60%)
	-inadequacy rate of  conventional TBNA varies from 21% to 46% when stringent criteria for specimen adequacy are used
Sufficient nodal tissue is obtained
Numerous lymphocytes and/or
At least 1 smear with many small lymphocytes
   and/or follicle center cells (Kramer H et al 2006)
>40 lymphocytes per 40X hpf in the most cellular areas (U of Minnesota, Alsharif et al 2008)
Anthracotic pigment-laden macrophages
Clusters of anthracotic pigment-laden macrophages
One recent study had APLM without lymphocytes in 6 cases 4 reactive, 1 fibrosis, 1 malignant (FN)




Adequacy Criteria

> 40 lymphocytes/hpf

 in the most cellular 
areas and/or APLM

15.7 % Unsat
(26/229 cases)

1 smear with many 
small lymphocytes 

and/or FCC

35 % Unsat
(55/155 cases)

Surgical &/or Histologic 
F/U in all cases
EUS-FNA

Histologic F/U only in 
28% cases (54/193 
diagnostic samples)
EBUS-FNA

Kramer H et al, Kramer H et al, CancerCancer, 2006, 2006 AlsharifAlsharif

 

M et al, M et al, Am J Am J ClinClin PatholPathol, 2008, 2008

Lymphocytes comprise 
>30% of cellularity

PetelliPetelli

 

M et al, M et al, Ann Thor Ann Thor SurgSurg, 2002, 2002

Histologic F/U in small %
TBNA

18 % Unsat
(35/194 cases)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In general, the diagnostic threshold may be somewhat higher during ROSE, with the hope that obtaining more material will help to eliminate unsat final diagnoses and only a portion of the material is examined at ROSE one study by Woon et al; Cytojournal 2006 showed that about 6% of RI are discrepant with final dx (not just EBUS, but FNA in general), and most commonly this involved a change from NonDx/B9 to malignancy (thus >50% discrepant cases were false negatives)

1 article (Kramer H et al, 2006) used criteria of insufficient “if at least 1 of the smears did not contain an area with many small lymphs and/or follicle center cells” this resulted in 35% unsat rate (65% diagnostic yield in LNs), which is too high and thus this def is probably too conservative
-3 FNs due to fibrotic/hard LNs with metastases
-High unsat rate may be due to few passes (1-2), small LNs (1.5cm), cytotech on-site NOT cytopathologist





 
Variable depending on:Variable depending on:


 

Site & SizeSite & Size


 

Malignant vs. NonMalignant vs. Non--malignantmalignant


 

Prevalence of cancer Prevalence of cancer 


 

# of passes# of passes


 

OnOn--site evaluation by cytologistsite evaluation by cytologist


 

Experience of the performer Experience of the performer 


 

Adequacy criteriaAdequacy criteria


 

Surgical confirmation Surgical confirmation 

EBUS Diagnostic YieldEBUS Diagnostic Yield

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Site/Size
Higher unsat rate in small targets (Kramer et al, 35% unsat (55/155 cases) with 17 cases <1.5 cm)
Increased likelihood of +EBUS with greater short-axis diameter of mediastinal LN (better yield when > 1cm) and Hx of prior malignancy
Both malignant and non-malignant lesions included or not
Prevalence of cancer in the study population
Dx yield will appear better in populations with a higher cancer prevalence
Differences in adequacy criteria
In mediastinal staging of lung ca, the NPV of TBNA increases from 36 to 78% when negative specimens without sufficient lymphocytes are regarded as unsatisfactory
The presence or absence of surgical confirmation by mediastinoscopy to identify true incidence of true and false negatives (and positives)
Number of passes
Presence of experienced cytopathologist on-site for ROSE
	-Sensitivity in meta-analysis for EBUS increased from 93% to 97% with ROSE
	-ROSE has been shown to reduce inadequate specimens and improve Sen of technique
Skill and experience of the performer of the biopsy





Surgical Perspective of Surgical Perspective of 
Inadequate EBUS/EUS FNAInadequate EBUS/EUS FNA



 
Clinical Question:Clinical Question:


 

How do you deal with inadequate/LTO How do you deal with inadequate/LTO 
EBUS/EUS EBUS/EUS FNAsFNAs

 
from a management from a management 

perspective?perspective?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reactive/metaplastic changes in bronchial epithelium can mimic NSCLC, especially in the absence of cilia and in the setting of prior therapy (chemotherapy and/or radiation)
Germinal center cells, enlarged lymphocytes and macrophages in a reactive lymph node can mimic epithelial cells/NSCLC
Granulomatous inflammation
Differential diagnosis includes a variety of entities: infectious (ex. TB), inflammatory, sarcoidosis, lymphomas/malignancies associated with granulomas
The diagnosis of sarcoidosis requires clinical and radiologic correlation if the patient clinically meets criteria for sarcoidosis, then granulomatous inflammation in a lymph node FNA could be supportive of this diagnosis
Lymphoid cells with crush artifact can mimic SCLC
Lymphoma
Need to have presence of lymphoid cells if sampling a lymph node in order to be adequate, but always consider the possibility of abnormal lymphoid cells or lymphoma because triage with flow cytometry is helpful



Differential Differential DxDx/Pitfalls/Pitfalls


 

Granulomatous InflammationGranulomatous Inflammation


 

NecrotizingNecrotizing--
 

infection (TB), otherinfection (TB), other


 

NonNon--necrotizingnecrotizing--
 

sarcoidosis, othersarcoidosis, other


 

Granulomas associated with malignancyGranulomas associated with malignancy


 

Lymphoma, Seminoma, Metastatic CarcinomaLymphoma, Seminoma, Metastatic Carcinoma



 

Lymphohistiocytic aggregates in Lymphohistiocytic aggregates in RreactiveRreactive
 lymphadenopathy.lymphadenopathy.



 

NonNon--small cell carcinomasmall cell carcinoma


 

Lung originLung origin


 

NonNon--pulmonary originpulmonary origin--
 

bland metastatic neoplasmsbland metastatic neoplasms



Granulomatous Diseases & DiagnosisGranulomatous Diseases & Diagnosis



 

Transbronchial BxTransbronchial Bx


 

NonNon--diagnostic in diagnostic in 
30% (1/3) patients30% (1/3) patients



 

RisksRisks



 

EBUS/EUS FNAEBUS/EUS FNA


 

DxDx
 

Yield of 60Yield of 60--82%82%


 

Sen 89Sen 89--100%100%


 

Characteristic US Characteristic US 
appearanceappearance



 

Minimal/No RisksMinimal/No Risks

Annema

 

JT et al, Eur Respir J, 2005
Jacob-Ampuero

 

MP et al, Acta Cytol, 2008

Tissue diagnosis or culture is needed for diagnosis and treatmenTissue diagnosis or culture is needed for diagnosis and treatmentt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bronchoscopy with Wang needle biopsies have a yield of 66% nonDx in 30% or 1/3 of cases
-so although the EUS and EBUS FNA sensitivity and yield may not be as high as with the DX of Lung Cancer staging, it is comparable to or better than the Dx yield of transbronchial bx without USG and has less risks to the patient
EBUS/EUS FNA
Dx Yield of 60-82% One study by Jacob-Ampeuro et al showed that there were more inadequate specimens for cases with a clinical suspicion of sarcoid or lymphoma (9/27, 33%) versus those cases with a suspicion for epithelial malignancy (9/51, 18%)
Sen 89-100% difficult in cases with extensive hyalinization, in our review, the cases missed by FNA were cases with a great deal of fibrosis and hyalinization making the aspirates LTO
Characteristic US appearance clustered iso-echoic nodes +/- prominent vascularity
Minimal/No risks so although the sen and Dx yield are not ideal or as high as for epithelial malignancies, the results are comparable or better than the conventional method of Dx and there are litle/no risks.

Hyalinized cases of sarcoid are very difficult to get material from






 

Co involvement of sarcoidal reaction and Co involvement of sarcoidal reaction and 
metastatic NSCLC is possible, but metastatic NSCLC is possible, but 
uncommonuncommon



 

Sarcoidal reactions in Sarcoidal reactions in LNsLNs
 

of patients with of patients with 
NSCLCNSCLC


 

0ccurred in 4.3% patients (8 of 187 patients)0ccurred in 4.3% patients (8 of 187 patients)


 

None coexisted with metastatic carcinomaNone coexisted with metastatic carcinoma


 

None had a prior history of sarcoidosis or other None had a prior history of sarcoidosis or other 
granulomatous diseasegranulomatous disease



 

Rare reports of metastatic carcinoma Rare reports of metastatic carcinoma 
coexisting with sarcoidal reactioncoexisting with sarcoidal reaction


 

Highest rate was 18% (4 of 22 with Highest rate was 18% (4 of 22 with micrometsmicromets))

Granulomatous Inflammation & Risk of MetastasisGranulomatous Inflammation & Risk of Metastasis

Steinfort

 

DP & Irving LB, Lung Ca, 2009
Trisolini

 

R et al, Lung Ca, 2009



Trisolini

 

R et al, Lung Ca, 
2009

Rare reports of Rare reports of 
metastatic carcinoma metastatic carcinoma 
coexisting with coexisting with 
sarcoidal reactionsarcoidal reaction

Highest rate was Highest rate was 
18% (4 of 22 with 18% (4 of 22 with 
micrometsmicromets))



Sarcoidal reactions in regional lymph nodes of patients with non-

 
small cell lung cancer: Incidence and implications for minimally

 
invasive staging with endobronchial ultrasound 

Daniel P. Steinfort

 

, and Louis B. Irving; Lung Cancer

Results
EBUS-TBNA revealed non-necrotizing granulomas in one patient, and in 45 patients it 
revealed metastatic primary lung malignancy. Surgical lymph node

 

sampling was 
performed in 187 patients undergoing treatment for, or staging of, NSCLC. Sarcoidal 
reactions were seen in regional lymph nodes of eight

 

(4.3%) of patients, with all lymph 
nodes free of metastatic NSCLC (pathologic Stage I) (p =

 

0.02). Four of these 
patients were pre-operatively assessed as Stage III (cN2/3). None had a prior history 
of sarcoidosis or other granulomatous diseases. All eight patients remain alive and 
recurrence-free.

Conclusions:  Sarcoidal reactions are seen in 4.3% of all patients with NSCLC.

 
Metastatic involvement by NSCLC is not seen in lymph nodes exhibiting sarcoidal 
granulomatous reactions. Non-necrotizing granulomas revealed by 
EBUS-TBNA of lymph nodes during staging of NSCLC 
should serve to indicate the absence of lymph node 
metastases.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01695002


Granulomatous Diseases & Granulomatous Diseases & 
EBUS/EUS FNAEBUS/EUS FNA



 
Clinical Question:Clinical Question:


 

Do you do surgery in cases with nonDo you do surgery in cases with non--
 necrotizing granulomas?necrotizing granulomas?



 

What other workup do you do to prove What other workup do you do to prove 
the diagnosis of sarcoidosis?the diagnosis of sarcoidosis?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reactive/metaplastic changes in bronchial epithelium can mimic NSCLC, especially in the absence of cilia and in the setting of prior therapy (chemotherapy and/or radiation)
Germinal center cells, enlarged lymphocytes and macrophages in a reactive lymph node can mimic epithelial cells/NSCLC
Granulomatous inflammation
Differential diagnosis includes a variety of entities: infectious (ex. TB), inflammatory, sarcoidosis, lymphomas/malignancies associated with granulomas
The diagnosis of sarcoidosis requires clinical and radiologic correlation if the patient clinically meets criteria for sarcoidosis, then granulomatous inflammation in a lymph node FNA could be supportive of this diagnosis
Lymphoid cells with crush artifact can mimic SCLC
Lymphoma
Need to have presence of lymphoid cells if sampling a lymph node in order to be adequate, but always consider the possibility of abnormal lymphoid cells or lymphoma because triage with flow cytometry is helpful



D.D./PitfallsD.D./Pitfalls


 
DyscohesiveDyscohesive

 
lesions/neoplasms to be lesions/neoplasms to be 

aware of:aware of:


 

Signet ring adenocarcinomaSignet ring adenocarcinoma


 

Squamous cell carcinoma, keratinizing typeSquamous cell carcinoma, keratinizing type


 

Small cell carcinomaSmall cell carcinoma


 

LymphomaLymphoma


 

SeminomaSeminoma


 

MelanomaMelanoma


 

Mesenchymal lesionsMesenchymal lesions--
 

spindle cell lesionsspindle cell lesions



Difficult Cases in EBUS/EUS FNADifficult Cases in EBUS/EUS FNA



 
Consider the possibilities of primaries Consider the possibilities of primaries 
outside of the lungoutside of the lung


 

Cell block material for IHC can helpCell block material for IHC can help


 
Beware of single atypical cellsBeware of single atypical cells


 

Single dyskeratotic squamous cellsSingle dyskeratotic squamous cells


 

SignetSignet--ring type adenocarcinomaring type adenocarcinoma
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Pitfalls of NSCLC in EBUS/EUS Pitfalls of NSCLC in EBUS/EUS FNAsFNAs

Single Cells

Germinal Center Cells

Granulomatous Inflammation

Reactive Bronchial Cells

Dyskeratotic Cells
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Management of Difficult Cases in EBUS/EUS FNAManagement of Difficult Cases in EBUS/EUS FNA



 
Clinical Question:Clinical Question:


 

When onWhen on--site evaluation is site evaluation is 
atypical/suspicious, how do you manage atypical/suspicious, how do you manage 
these patients?these patients?



 

Do you go on to mediastinoscopy or wait Do you go on to mediastinoscopy or wait 
for the final diagnosis?for the final diagnosis?
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D.D. & PitfallsD.D. & Pitfalls


 
Reserve cell hyperplasiaReserve cell hyperplasia



 
Benign lymphoid cellsBenign lymphoid cells



 
Small cell carcinomaSmall cell carcinoma



 
NonNon--small cell carcinomasmall cell carcinoma


 

With neuroendocrine features/LCNECWith neuroendocrine features/LCNEC


 

Basaloid carcinomaBasaloid carcinoma


 
LymphomaLymphoma



Neuroendocrine Tumors in EBUS/EUS FNANeuroendocrine Tumors in EBUS/EUS FNA



 
Distinguishing NSCLC vs. SCLC is not Distinguishing NSCLC vs. SCLC is not 
always easyalways easy


 

NSCLC mimics of SCLC:NSCLC mimics of SCLC:
 

LCNEC, Basaloid CaLCNEC, Basaloid Ca


 
Many entities can mimic SCLCMany entities can mimic SCLC


 

Lymphomas, Benign lymphoid cellsLymphomas, Benign lymphoid cells
 

crush crush 
artifact, artifact, dyscohesivedyscohesive

 
small cells with small cells with 

scant cytoplasmscant cytoplasm


 

Other tumors: LCNEC, Other tumors: LCNEC, BSqCCBSqCC
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Uncommon, about 1Uncommon, about 1--3% lung tumors3% lung tumors


 

Poorly recognized & underdiagnosedPoorly recognized & underdiagnosed


 

About 50% diagnosed as poorly differentiated About 50% diagnosed as poorly differentiated 
NSCLC, intermediateNSCLC, intermediate--type SCLC, atypical type SCLC, atypical 
carcinoidcarcinoid



 

High grade NE tumor, like SCLCHigh grade NE tumor, like SCLC


 

Grouped with LCC (NSCLC), but has a Grouped with LCC (NSCLC), but has a 
poorer prognosispoorer prognosis



 

Optimal treatment is questionableOptimal treatment is questionable


 

Treat like SCLC (chemo) or NSCLC (surgery)?Treat like SCLC (chemo) or NSCLC (surgery)?


 

Resection with adjuvant SCLCResection with adjuvant SCLC--based chemo may be based chemo may be 
optimal, shown to significantly improve survivaloptimal, shown to significantly improve survival

Rossi G, et al, J Clin Oncol, 2005

Large Cell Neuroendocrine CarcinomaLarge Cell Neuroendocrine Carcinoma
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NE morphology- nesting, rosette, palisading
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Presence of necrosis (large areas)
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Strong immunoreactivity for at least 1 NE marker (chromo, synapto, NCAM)



Neuroendocrine Carcinomas in EBUS/EUS FNANeuroendocrine Carcinomas in EBUS/EUS FNA



 
Clinical Question:Clinical Question:


 

Does the distinction of metastatic SCLC Does the distinction of metastatic SCLC 
versus LCNEC matter from a treatment versus LCNEC matter from a treatment 
perspective?perspective?
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D.D. & PitfallsD.D. & Pitfalls


 
Benign lymphoid cellsBenign lymphoid cells



 
LymphomaLymphoma



 
Small cell carcinomaSmall cell carcinoma



 
Basaloid carcinomaBasaloid carcinoma



Lymphomas in EBUS/EUS FNALymphomas in EBUS/EUS FNA



 
Low sensitivityLow sensitivity


 

Lowest sensitivity in one study of 187 Lowest sensitivity in one study of 187 
cases (12%)cases (12%)



 
Triage for ancillary studies is crucialTriage for ancillary studies is crucial


 

Flow cytometryFlow cytometry


 

FISHFISH


 

IHCIHC


 
Obtaining material for ancillary Obtaining material for ancillary 
studiesstudies

RakhaRakha

 

et al, et al, CytopathologyCytopathology, 2008, 2008
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Lymphomas in EBUS/EUS FNALymphomas in EBUS/EUS FNA



 
What do you do to get adequate What do you do to get adequate 
material for ancillary studies?material for ancillary studies?



 
Can a core biopsy be performed in Can a core biopsy be performed in 
EBUS or EUS guided FNA?EBUS or EUS guided FNA?
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Use of Core Biopsy in Use of Core Biopsy in 
EBUS/EUS FNAEBUS/EUS FNA



 

Helpful for further characterization of Helpful for further characterization of 
certain neoplasms and for the acquisition of certain neoplasms and for the acquisition of 
sufficient material in some cases sufficient material in some cases 



 

May have a role in the following entities:May have a role in the following entities:


 

Granulomas/SarcoidosisGranulomas/Sarcoidosis


 

ThymomasThymomas


 

Germ cell tumorsGerm cell tumors


 

Neurogenic tumorsNeurogenic tumors


 

Soft tissue neoplasmsSoft tissue neoplasms


 

Benign tumorsBenign tumors


 

Mediastinal CystsMediastinal Cysts


 

LymphomaLymphoma

HerthHerth

 

et al, et al, Ann Thor Ann Thor SurgSurg, 2008, 2008
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Use of Core Biopsy in EBUS/EUS FNAUse of Core Biopsy in EBUS/EUS FNA



 

Use of core biopsy is possible with realUse of core biopsy is possible with real--time USGtime USG


 

Allows visualization and avoidance of vessels to avoid bleedingAllows visualization and avoidance of vessels to avoid bleeding


 

High sensitivity for EBUS/EUS FNA usually refers to High sensitivity for EBUS/EUS FNA usually refers to 
NSCLC StagingNSCLC Staging


 

DxDx

 

value in other settings less clearvalue in other settings less clear


 

Ex: Lymphoma and NonEx: Lymphoma and Non--neoplastic entitiesneoplastic entities


 

Larger Biopsy (Larger Biopsy (miniforcepsminiforceps
 

biopsy) increased biopsy) increased DxDx
 

yield yield 
for HL, NHL, and Sarcoidosisfor HL, NHL, and Sarcoidosis


 

Increase in yield from 10Increase in yield from 10--30% to >80%30% to >80%


 

Better evaluation of architectureBetter evaluation of architecture


 

More material for ancillary studiesMore material for ancillary studies


 

May be only way to get sufficient diagnostic tissue in patientMay be only way to get sufficient diagnostic tissue in patient’’s s 
with poor baseline health and/or with mediastinal fibrosis from with poor baseline health and/or with mediastinal fibrosis from 
prior treatments where mediastinoscopy may not be possibleprior treatments where mediastinoscopy may not be possible

HerthHerth

 

et al, et al, Ann Thor Ann Thor SurgSurg, 2008, 2008
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Spindle cell lesions in the mediastinumSpindle cell lesions in the mediastinum



 

Difficult: Difficult: better to be called spindle cell lesion or tumorbetter to be called spindle cell lesion or tumor



 

Differential Diagnosis:Differential Diagnosis:


 

ThymomasThymomas--
 

spindle cell typespindle cell type


 

Neurogenic tumorsNeurogenic tumors


 

Metastasis: spindle cell melanoma, sarcomatoid Metastasis: spindle cell melanoma, sarcomatoid 
carcinomacarcinoma



 

Soft tissue neoplasms: schwannoma; inflammatory Soft tissue neoplasms: schwannoma; inflammatory 
pseudotumorpseudotumor……



 

Benign Mimics: granuloma, Benign Mimics: granuloma, 
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ConclusionsConclusions


 

EBUS/EUS FNA have changed the way that 
thoracic/mediastinal lesions are approached


 

May be used together to evaluate entire mediastinum with 
success



 

Team approach-

 

cytology, surgeon/physician, tools


 

The cytological diagnosis in these cases can be 
difficult and one must be aware of pitfalls



 

Rapid on-site evaluation (ROSE) can improve & 
optimize the FNA performance


 

Decrease unsatisfactory cases


 

Optimize sensitivity and specificity
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